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Abstract:
The increased trend to use websites for various purposes has also increase in different domains such as education, health, government and business. Organizations seeking to obtain benefits from their websites need to create and maintain websites that are successful in supporting the interaction and communication of the organization with their users. The main goal of this paper is to design the website evaluation framework for academic websites. For this purpose the study of academic websites, website quality models and their quality factors. A new quality evaluation framework consisting of five high level quality factors namely: Usability, Content, Presentation, Functionality and Reliability.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Evaluation research is necessary to monitor and further improve the quality of the websites and use expert focused methods to evaluate the website [1]. A great number of new websites has been launched everyday. Poor web design will make user away and give poor reputation to organization [2][3]. The quality of a website makes a website profitable, user friendly and accessible, and it also offers useful and reliable information, providing good design and visual appearance to meet the user’s needs and expectations [4]. This can be done by defining the measurable website criteria [5][6]. The evaluation process reflects the values and ideals of a group, society, field, or individual program and the criteria for evaluation derive from these core values. The process of evaluation often becomes a process of values classification and helps participants to refine their educational ideals [7].

Users of academic websites expect specific type of information in the website a short period of time to access the information. Generally, the users of academic websites are Students, Professors, Researchers, Journalists, Parents, Webmasters and Developers. Users of academic websites are concerned with two basic questions [9]:

- “Can I find the information I am looking for in the website?”

Hence constructing a framework for evaluating the quality of academic websites needs to take into account the needs of these different user groups.

II. ACADEMIC WEBSITE
Website development has been done at a fast pace in recent years for wide ranges of purposes in different domains such as education, government, museum, business, entertainment and health [8]. One of the domains where websites are most widely used nowadays is the academic domain. Academic Institutions use websites for wide variety of purposes, which includes the distribution of information to the public, delivering online learning facilities to students, promotion of their educational and research programs.

Users of academic websites expect specific type of information in the website a short period of time to access the information. Generally, the users of academic websites are Students, Professors, Researchers, Journalists, Parents, Webmasters and Developers. Users of academic websites are concerned with two basic questions [9]:

- “Can I find the information I am looking for in the website?”
• “Can I find the information in a timely manner?”

These indicates that users of academic websites are more concerned about whether they can find the information they are looking in the website and how long to take the specific information.

Thus, there is a need to design a framework for evaluating quality of academic websites. There are several website quality models currently available, most of them only provide broad website quality factors and only few are designed for the purpose of evaluating websites in particular domains like museum [10], tourism [11], hotels [12], government [13] and commerce or business [14-16]. However, the number of website quality models for evaluating the quality of academic websites is limited. Hence, general quality models are used to evaluate the quality of academic websites. Moreover, the general quality evaluation models do not reflect on the expectations and requirements of specific users of the website concerned (under evaluation), besides citing the broad quality factors and sub factors.

III. QUALITY FACTORS

To evaluate the quality of websites using different quality assessment techniques starting in the earlier stages of the website design, during the intermediate design stages and the deployment stages [17]. Similar to software products, web applications consist of source and executable codes, list of requirements, design and testing specifications. Thus, quality factors in the software quality models can be equally applicable for evaluating quality of websites as well. Apart from the software quality models, there are also website quality evaluation models introduced over the past few year [18]. These include website quality evaluation models like Web-QEM, 2QCV3Q(7Loci), Minerva and MiLE.

A. Web-QEM (Web Quality Evaluation Model):

This model was a result of quality assessment first made on museum websites. Afterwards, it was applied to academic websites and other domains. The quality characteristics in this model are based on the ISO 9126-I model and therefore its characteristics include usability, reliability, efficiency and functionality [17][19].

B. 2QCV3Q-Models (7 Loci):

This is a conceptual model consisting of 7 dimensions to evaluate quality of Website: who-what-why-when-where-how and feasibility (with what means and devices). The model takes its name from the rhetorical principles of Cicerone loci and its dimensions are shown in Figure 1 [20].

- Quis? (Who) » Identity
- Quid? (What) » Content
- Cur? (Why) » Services
- Ubi? (Where) » Location
- Quando? (When) » Management
- Quomodo? (How) » Usability
- Quibus Auxiliis? » Feasibility

(With what means and devices)

Figure 1: Ciceronian Loci and Dimensions of the 2QCV3Q Model

C. MiLE (Milano Lugano):

MiLE model is a usability focused evaluation method based on the combination of inspection from expert evaluators and user’s empirical testing. It bases its evaluation on two heuristics: abstract and concrete evaluation heuristics [20]. It categories different levels of analysis: content, services, navigation, cognitive features of the interface, aesthetics/graphic level and technology level [21].

D. MINERVA (MInisterial Network for Valorising Activities in Digitization):

In this model, quality is defined in terms of accessibility and usability. The purpose of the quality criteria in this model is two-fold. The first one is they are used to represent the quality characteristics for evaluating quality of websites and the second one is that they support the design and evolution of websites [20]. The model support the use of 10 quality principles: transparent, effective, maintained, accessible, user-centered, responsive, multi-lingual, interoperable, managed and preserved [22]. A summary of the high level characteristics of the above website models are presented in Table 1.
### Website Quality Models And Their High Level Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website Quality Models</th>
<th>Web-QEM</th>
<th>2QC3VQ (7 Loci)</th>
<th>MILE</th>
<th>MINERVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Level Characteristics</td>
<td>-Usability</td>
<td>-Usability</td>
<td>-Services</td>
<td>-Transparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Efficiency</td>
<td>-Feasibility</td>
<td>-Content</td>
<td>-Accessible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Reliability</td>
<td>-Maintenance</td>
<td>-Navigation</td>
<td>-Responsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Functionality</td>
<td>-Services</td>
<td>-Aesthetics/</td>
<td>-Multi-Lingual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Content</td>
<td>-Content</td>
<td>Graphics</td>
<td>-Interoperable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Navigation</td>
<td>-Identity</td>
<td>-Cognitive</td>
<td>-Managed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Location</td>
<td>-Services</td>
<td>feature of</td>
<td>-Preserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Technology</td>
<td>interface</td>
<td>-Effective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: High Level Quality Characteristics of Existing Website Quality Models**

### E. Problems with Website Quality Models:

- The models present general characteristics lacking justification that describe which factors to determine for evaluating a website in a specific domain.
- Lack of underlying principle for deciding which specific quality characteristic relate to which high level quality criteria.

### IV. FRAMEWORK

In order to design the new evaluation framework, careful study on the key quality factors for websites is made to identify necessary high-level quality characteristics, sub characteristics and criteria. Based on the main quality factors of the chosen base model (ISO 9126-1), the quality factors are rearranged to group factors with an equivalent semantic meaning in one category by eliminating existing repetitions and different factor names.

The high-level quality factors in the proposed framework are Usability, Reliability, Functionality, Content and Presentation. Except the Content and Presentation high-level quality factors, remaining are the part of the ISO 9126-1 quality model. The proposed framework constructed is shown below in Figure 2.

#### A. Sub Quality Factors of Proposed Framework

The high level quality factors of the proposed framework are further decomposed into number of sub quality factors.

1) **Functionality**

The ISO 9126-1 model defines functionality as “A set of attributes that relate to the existence of a set of functions and their specified properties”. The functions indicate specific tasks that help to accomplish stated or implied needs.
Accuracy is already grouped under the content and therefore it is excluded in functionality. Functionality is decomposed into following sub factors:

- **Suitability**
  
  In the ISO model, suitability is defined as “the appropriateness of the functionalities the website provides to users” [24].

- **Navigation**
  
  A good navigation structure helps users to browse through the website in finding the information they look for without getting lost or being frustrated [25].

- **Search**
  
  The search functionality in the website help users looks for different kinds of information through various search option [25].

2) **Usability**

Usability in general is defined as a quality characteristic that assesses how easy user interfaces is to use [26]. Website usability are defined as a combination of several design goals like easy to learn, easy to remember, easy to understand, easy to find etc. It consists of following sub factors:

- **Understandability**
  
  This sub quality factor includes the arrangement of the labels, links and terms used in the website should match to user’s terms so as not to confuse the user [27].

- **Learn Ability**
  
  Learn ability indicates how easy it is for the users to accomplish basic task the first time they come across the design [24].

- **Interactivity**
  
  A website must provide facilities for users to interact with the webmaster, an author of the content in the site [28].

- **Operability**
  
  Operability indicates the capability of website to be easily operated by the users [24].

- **Multiple Language Support**
  
  A website should provide the facility for users to choose the language they would prefer to access information on the website [10].

3) **Reliability**

Reliability concerned with the performance of the website. The performance of the website starts with the availability of the website and capability of the website to recover quickly at times of any kind of problems [22]. The sub factors for reliability high level quality factor are:

- **Fault Tolerance**
  
  The capability of the website to keep a certain level of performance even when there are major faults [20].

- **Recoverability**
  
  The capability of the website to recover the website to previous state after the occurrence of faults or errors [24].

- **Availability**
  
  Availability measures the readiness of websites. The website should be ready and available for users to access at any time [36].

4) **Presentation**

The presentation is the capability of the website that how to present it in front of users. The new technology should be applied on the website. It should be attractive. The sub factors of the presentation are:

- **Aesthetics/Graphics**
  
  The user interface of the website should be attractive, enjoyable and pleasant enough for users to create an emotional appeal to use the site [29].
• **Performance**

A website performance measures the speed of services requests completion. It can be measured in terms of throughput, response time, latency and execution time [34].

• **Multimedia**

In the past five years, the bandwidth to the customers has expanded. Web multimedia has been receiving near exponentially increasing attention. The explosion of YouTube and the emergence of Internet TV are creating enormous interest in the use of online communication such as video and advertising medium [30]. Multimedia creates an outlet for this demand. This is why it is so important to incorporate an effective multimedia design scheme.

• **Web Technology Used**

Technology level indicates the compatibility of the website to perform well in different types of browsers. It indicates the models and standards used in the website [33].

5) **Content**

Web applications are a combination of information, services or functionalities. Users come to a website, primarily looking for a specific kind of information; they give less attention to the navigation, visual design and interactivity of the site [31]. The sub factors of content are:

• **Relevance of Information**

Information provided in the website should be relevant and engaging to users. In academic website, the information should be student oriented, useful, comprehensive, appropriate and within the expected level of details [29].

• **Accuracy of Information**

Grammar and spelling errors that could alter the meaning of the information should be avoided [32].

• **UP-to-date Information**

The website must deliver current information related to current situation in the university or institution [35].

• **Authority**

The information about authors who edit the contents of pages in the website should be available for any kind of reference users would like to make [8].

• **Identity**

The logo of the organization which owns the website must be available and clearly visible in every page [35].

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a quality evaluation framework for academic websites. To achieve this, definition of academic websites and website quality models are reviewed. Taking the “satisfaction of users” as the definition of product quality, five high-level quality factors and 20 sub quality factors for academic websites are identified. In future, the proposed framework used to evaluate the quality of any academic website or may be used for the comparisons of various academic websites.
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